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About This Game

The chickens are coming. Take participation in a merry and fervent mess!

In 2018 mankind degraded and turned into zombies, from the sky came hordes of alien invaders, and only the CHICKENS can
pull in this chaos and disorder!

Equip your chicken with a powerful GUN, slip on it MEGOARMOR and smash
everything into dust!

Features:

 Old school top-down control and interface

 Non-stop drive and firing

 Online action with other players

 14 weapons, 8 armors and 8 type enemies

 Charm of chickens and cool gun
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Love, Love, LOVE this game!!! I picked it up RIGHT AWAY both on Steam and Android. I use the same login for both, I can
transition seamlessly from both. So if I'm mid game and I need to take it to go, I can pick up my phone and login and walk away
and keep going. It is AMAZING!! I own Marvel Legendary at home and play w\/ my son, we own a few expansions, so there are
many heroes and masterminds. This game isn't quite there yet on content, but that is probably because I'm so used to all the
expansions the at home card game already has. I can't wait for expansions to start coming out for this. I'm def a future longtime
player. Don't regret buying this. If you have any doubts whatsoever you can download a limited content free trial on android and
play solo mode Vs 1 mastermind to get a feel. But i HIGHLY recommend this easy to grasp, ever changing virtual card game..
Fun game to play. Mechanics of this game are simple and the game itself is very fun. That's exactly what it's supposed to be as
an endless runner game. Worth the money.
. A modern literary master piece. There will never ever be a better piece of art than this.. it's a good game, just treat it as the last
chapter of the normal arcania.. This game used to be great. Was having fun on my second play through doing co-op with my
wife. Now the game will not start. Ever since the march 28th update. Will not get beyond launch screen. Frustrating. Wife's
copy works fine though. So 50\/50 fail rate I guess. Please fix this Ubisoft. I will come back and change my review to positive If
you do your part.
I have worked with Ubisofts support team and exhausted their efforts. It needs another patch.

Don't recommend buying it, because it might not work after a few months.. It is a free DLC. Can you ask for more ?. Not really
much to say about this apart from that it's Class 20's but in BR Blue. Certainly ideal for scenario makers that like or focus on the
BR era and the loco's do look weathered which is a nice touch.. Really makes you FEEL like Batman.
. Good tower defense game...especially on sale...but still worth it at full price. Stylish graphics and a good challenge, you should
pick this up if you like tower defense.
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Fun with friends, boring by yourself. It's not a bad game, it just suffers because of it.. TRY THIS ONE. Sounds like more fun
than it is. Held back by the complexity of getting even a rudimentary ship working. If the idea of having a lot of control over
tiny details in your ship is appealing you'll probably like this.

When I've played there are always less than 100 or so people on. It's hard to play with people of similar skill level and the bots
range from brain dead to impossible.. This is quite a fun game in small bursts, don`t expect to be playing for hours, however it
cures an itch when you get the random little arcade craving once in a while.

There is a continued bug though where with Oculus touch one of the hands vanishes randomly so you have to leave the arcade
and re-enter again to fix it.. Works as advertised, successfully updated in my case the 19 drivers it found were out of date.
noticeable difference in gameplay with BF4, The forest and H1Z1.. What I liked, it has tractors, it has farm animals.
What i disliked, it didnt work.
I read the reviews and thought it's non farming folk moaning because they dont know what to do.
I have been in farming I know what to do, just cant get the wretched game to do it.
Leave well alone.
If you want to farm its cheaper and less stressful to get an allotment!. More like a browser app than a game (or something along
the lines of minefield/solitaire). It's really not what you expect. Extremely simplified gameplay consisting of moving units once
in order to attack. I have not tested the multiplayer which appears to work on IP address but assuming it works then I would say
it could be worth you picking this up to play with friends. As a single player game it is almost worthless and with AI ranged
units seeming to know exactly where you are and your ranged guys using a "pick a random square and you might get lucky"
means of finding them the chances are your entire squad could be picked off by a lone ranged unit with poison. Don't get drawn
in by the Citadel Miniatures look of the pieces - the graphics are pixelated and generally poor. Others have whined about the
sound being fuzzy - which it is - but it serves very little purpose anyway so if you must play this play it with the sound off.
Unless you want something lightweight to toy around with in work when you are bored or know others who want to engage with
you in multiplayer then avoid.. Very short and more informational than entertaining. Still fun, but wouldn't spend money on
this.. This game is pretty abysmal and I simply can't force myself to get through it. First of all, something that you notice almost
immediately that is just incredibly irritating for a game centered around it's story, is that it has a LOT of typos and grammatical
errors. Which normally you can overlook, but you really can't when a game is focused entirely on text and there isn't anything
else too interesting about it to make you overlook it.

As you continue on the personality of the main characters just becomes absolutely unbearable, Knox is a total ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ for
no reason whatsoever and his partner Clark is just a cuck who takes all the crap Knox gives him with no actual resistance
whatsoever.

But if you try to look past the poor grammar and terrible characters, you're just met with another steaming pile of
sweaty♥♥♥♥♥ and that pile is known as the actual game itself. It doesn't play how a crime-solving game should play such as
Ace Attorney or something along those lines. No, this game doesn't even let you examine the full evidence to try and figure out
the case, all your options are just pointless because this is just a train wreck of watching Knox berate Clark with a series of
mispellings and bad character design.

I got this game for $0.49 and I really try to keep an open mind about games, especially when they have such low pricing you
really just try to overlook anything bad, but this entire game is just an atrocity and I am petitioning to make this game officially
recognized as a war crime by the Geneva Convention.

Do not play this game even if it eventually becomes free, it isn't worth it even then.
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